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Whether you live in London or are a visitor, this beautiful book offers everything you need
to know about the very best cocktail spots in the Capital – with unbiased reviews,
practical information, local history and examples of signature cocktail recipes
London has some of the best cocktail bars in the world, from the luxurious and trendy to the quirky
and classy. London's Best Cocktail Spots is the hippest, most up-to-date guide to London’s diverse
and stylish cocktail scene. It offers lively descriptive reviews of 50 top venues across the city, from smart hotels
and rooftop bars to craft cocktail hotspots, over-the-top concept bars and celebrity-spotting destinations.
Each revealing entry includes a concise description, contact and reservation details, nearby tube stops, whether
food is served, opening hours and lavish colour photos. Locations are pinpointed on easy-to-read maps.
This indispensable nightlife guide even includes recipes for the best signature cocktails in town, plus an
introduction to the art of cocktail making and the history of cocktails.
This ultimate guide to cocktail spots in London includes:
 descriptive reviews (with potted histories) of 50 venues across the city
 a range of establishments from smart hotels to the most popular bars in town
 signature recipes from the venues and lavish colour photography
 a clear map of London showing the cocktail venues
 practical information panels for each venue including:
contact details, opening hours, transport links, dress-code and nearby places of interest.

About the author, Susan Cohen: When she is not reviewing venues for afternoon teas and/or
cocktails, Susan Cohen loves to research British Victorian and Edwardian social history, and has lots
of book titles to her name, covering a wide range of subjects from the district nurse to the boy
scouts, the midwife to the Women's Institute. Susan Cohen lives in London and is available for
interviews, along with a cup of tea or a cocktail.
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